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Please complete the poll posted for this session!



Brainstorm Questions

Please put questions you might have about paraphrasing in the chat.

●

...



Outcomes

● Build understanding of the nature of paraphrasing
● Build understanding of the importance of paraphrasing
● Build capabilities in paraphrasing



Agenda

● Welcome and Introductions
● What is Paraphrasing?
● Why Paraphrase?
● How Do We Best Paraphrase?
● Closure 



A Paraphrasing Model

Note: When this has ended, you will be asked to share your noticings about 
the process (not content).

Mr. Kevin McKoy, Workforce Career Coach for Eckerd Youth Alternatives, Inc.
kmckoy@eckerd.org
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Paraphrasing Is/Is Not
Is… Is Not…

●



Knowing Your Intentions and Choosing Congruent 
Behaviors...
Collaborating

Intent: Form ideas, approaches, solutions, and focus for inquiry

Purpose: Solve problems; apply and test shared ideas; learn together

Source: Cognitive Coaching: A Foundation for Renaissance Schools



Paraphrasing as a Listening Skill
Some Listening Set-Asides:

● Autobiographical
● Solution-oriented
● Inquisitive
● Judgmental

Instead…

● Get in rapport 
● Focus on empathetically listening for content, emotion, assumptions, and 

values of the speaker



Paraphrasing as a Collaborative Norm 
The Adapative Schools Seven (7) Norms of Collaboration

● Pausing
● Paraphrasing
● Posing Questions
● Putting Ideas on the Table
● Providing Data
● Paying Attention to Self and Others
● Presuming Positive Intentions

Source: https://4deefe9b-2cd7-4227-9bfc-3ed4b9a356ea.filesusr.com/ugd/6a5cc9_d080a1bbb7c84e43934a019d684214d2.pdf

https://4deefe9b-2cd7-4227-9bfc-3ed4b9a356ea.filesusr.com/ugd/6a5cc9_d080a1bbb7c84e43934a019d684214d2.pdf


Why Paraphrasing Matters

● Paraphrasing communicates I understand… or I’m trying to.
● Paraphrasing honors the speakers and their ideas
● Paraphrasing contributes to rapport and the building of trust
● Paraphrasing mediates individual and group thinking



Practicing Paraphrasing 

● Capture the essence through words, non-verbals, voice tone, and gesture

● Attend fully

● Listen with the intent to understand 

● Offer wait-time 

● Use the pronoun “you,” instead of “I”

● Keep it short



Practicing with Scenarios…

You are heading down the hallway when you see a student who is 
visibly upset and muttering to himself.  You invite him to a classroom 
to talk.  He shares,

“They just kicked me out of the computer lab.  Said I was being too 
loud and boisterous.  I was only visiting with the test administrator.  
Man, I am leaving and I am never coming back!”

What paraphrase might you offer this person? 



Practicing with Scenarios...
An adult education student shares the following:

I learned not to second-guess myself, to believe that I can instead of say, “I don’t 
think I can do that.” I know I can do it, and I can accomplish it. I got to just stay 
focused and ask questions, and that… the more questions you ask… I ask you all 
kind of questions, and that makes me feel like, okay.  I remember a time I wouldn’t 
say a word. I just sit back in class and wouldn’t say nothing, just go along with the flow. 
Whether I understand, I didn’t understand. But now you can’t keep my mouth closed. I 
always ask, “Why is this? What this do? What’s that?” It made me more open to school 
and be more excited about learning, if I go the right way and I get excited once I got it, I 
got it. So I get excited sometimes. Happy. I’m really truly happy to be back in school, and 
to show myself, and then I can show my kids that I succeeded, I made it.

What paraphrase might you offer this person? 



Practicing with Scenarios…
During a staff meeting about policy, a staff member strongly disagrees with 
the proposed changes.  

“I just don’t see how that is going to work. We are understaffed already and 
these changes will make my job even more overwhelming.  I can’t do this.”

Another person chimes in, “No joke, I can’t keep up either. I used to feel like I 
knew how to do my job.”

A third adds, “Why are we making these changes anyway?”

What paraphrase might you offer this group?



Practicing with Scenarios…
Your work-team is in attendance at a large workforce-oriented meeting related to 
partnership processes.  A representative from a partner agency speaks up to voice 
concerns about responsibilities being discussed:  

“This is extremely unfair.  WE are not going to do YOUR work for you.  WE have our 
OWN work.  We are not just a cog in your wheel.  We also have our own mission and 
goals.”

Another agency representative adds, “I agree. No one asked us for our input on this. 
How is this a partnership when we have no say?”

What paraphrase might you offer this group?



Offering Some Strategies for Facilitating and Developing 
Collaborative Work
https://4deefe9b-2cd7-4227-9bfc-3ed4b9a356ea.filesusr.com/ugd/6a5cc9_ed2
8b325ab6a4362b834f4bbf295d408.pdf

A return to questions...

https://4deefe9b-2cd7-4227-9bfc-3ed4b9a356ea.filesusr.com/ugd/6a5cc9_ed28b325ab6a4362b834f4bbf295d408.pdf
https://4deefe9b-2cd7-4227-9bfc-3ed4b9a356ea.filesusr.com/ugd/6a5cc9_ed28b325ab6a4362b834f4bbf295d408.pdf


Stoplight
Reflecting on your learning from this session…

What might you stop doing?

Start doing?

Continue doing?



“Be brave enough to start a 
conversation that matters.  Be 
intrigued by the differences you hear.  
Trust that meaningful conversations 
can change your world.”
~ Margaret Wheatley


